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Abstract
During a museum visit, social interaction can improve intellectual, social, personal
and cultural development. With the advances in technology, the use of personal
mobile handheld devices such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) that replace the
traditional paper guidebooks is becoming a common sight at various heritage sites all
over the world. This technology often leads to problems such as isolating the visitor
from his companions and distracting the visitor away from his surroundings. We
believe careful design of mobile applications and taking advantage of low cost
networking infrastructure can avoid isolating the visitor from his surroundings and
encourage interaction with both his surroundings and his companions. In this paper
we describe our approach to create a mobile handheld guide that supports the learning
process by exploiting social interaction between visitors and subtle matching the
content and concepts shown on the handheld guide with what can be found in the
museum.
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1 Introduction
ARCHIE is a project in which the educational staff of the Gallo-Roman Museum
collaborates with a research team of the HCI group of the Expertise Centre for Digital
Media (Hasselt University) in the context of the future expansion of the museum.
Starting point of this interdisciplinary collaboration is our strong belief that a museum
handheld guide is a promising medium to enhance the visitor’s learning experience.
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Recently, the introduction of handheld computer guides into museums has added
another dimension to the visit experience. PDA technology allows the dynamic
presentation of information, without disturbing the physical space or being limited by
the aesthetics of the galleries. These screen-based multimedia systems also provide
the opportunity to access multimedia, visuals, photo, video, text and audio while
walking through the exhibitions. The first PDA-based applications in museums
combined all these advantages, but they also revealed some important shortcomings:
the device demands lots of attention, tends to displace the surrounding objects and
generates the unintended side effect that it’s a quite individual, isolated experience
(Proctor & Tellis, 2002; Vom Lehn & Heath, 2005; Vom Lehn, Heath & Hindmarsh,
2005; Angliss, 2006a, 2006b).
With the ARCHIE project, we want to deal with the above mentioned unintended side
effects and explore the different possibilities a museum guide can offer in the future:
a greater versatility for visitors to tailor information to their needs and interests
(personalization), to discover the exhibits at their own pace (localization) and to
communicate and interact with family or group members (communication).
Though the research on social interaction and collaboration using new technologies is
quite recent (Hawkey, 2004), there are already some projects on museum co-visiting.
The Sotto Voce project developed an electronic guidebook prototype that promotes
interaction between museum visitors through content and audio sharing (Woodruff,
Aoki, Hurst & Szymanski, 2001). This study resulted in an interesting set of design
principles, but the collaboration between companions is maybe a little too passive
(following or checking in tasks). The goal of the Cicero Project – promote social
interaction between visitors through cooperative and educational games – fits in with
our project (Laurillau & Paternò, 2004; Dini, Paternò & Santoro, 2007). Also the
reported findings of the user tests of the ‘Mystery in the Museum’ game in the
Solomos Museum are very interesting (Cabrera et al., 2005). However, we hope to
take the idea of a collaborative learning activity one step further than the above
mentioned edugames which are still to be played at a quite individual level with only
a shared enigma.
In this article we present the ongoing ARCHIE project and its objectives. One of the
main objectives, stimulating social interaction by making use of mobile networked
devices, will be thoroughly discussed throughout this text. The remainder of this
article is structured as follows: section 2 describes the importance of social interaction
and the influence of the context of use on the learning experience during a museum
visit. Next, section 3 gives an overview of the software system used as a framework
to create mobile applications that support our objectives. Sections 4 and 5 describe
two cases being developed on top of our software system. Section 4 provides a
concrete insight how the system works, and how it is being received by our test
groups, while section 5 looks ahead and describes a case that is in an initial
prototyping phase. Finally, this article is concluded with a short summary of the
obtained results.
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2 The importance of social interaction and context
“The central fact about our psychology is the fact of social mediation. Higher mental
functions in the individual have their origins in the social life of the individual” (L.S.Vygotsky in Falk & Dierking, 2000, 37).
With this quotation, Falk & Dierking want to stress the fact that people make sense of
the world through social interaction with others, through distributed meaning-making.
“For learning, particularly learning in museums, is a fundamentally social
experience” (Falk & Dierking, 2000, 38). Since learning also constitutes the main
reason why people attend museums (Falk & Dierking, 2000 and Provincial GalloRoman Museum, 2005), it is clear that social interaction must be taken into account
when designing an educational mobile handheld guide.
Starting from a social-constructivist approach, Falk & Dierking created their
contextual model of learning in museums, in which three interweaving contexts
contribute to and influence the interactions and experiences that visitors have with
objects and the consequent learning and meaning-making (see figure 1). In time, the
learning and meaning-making that evolves from these overlapping contexts, gets fit in
with former and later impressions and knowledge to create a very personal and
interactive learning experience.

Figure 1: The contextual model of learning (Falk & Dierking, 2000)
The main objectives of the ARCHIE project join in with this contextual model of
learning. In the following section we give an overview of these objectives.
2.1 Personal context
The personal context takes into account what personal background the visitor or
learner brings to the learning experience: his or her interests and personal motivation,
preferred learning style, prior knowledge and previous experiences. Within the
ARCHIE project we recognize the fact that each visitor is different (age, level of
knowledge, interests …) and that these differences influence the way visitors perceive
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information and are willing to interact with it. While most traditional mobile museum
guides often offer a uniform tour and presentation for all visitors, we want to discover
opportunities and benefits of a personalized approach.
On the highest level, multiple graphical user interfaces are provided, which all have
access to the same content but provide a different presentation and are different in the
way the visitor interacts with them. We refer to these interactive presentations as
interface “shells”. One shell is oriented towards adults, who are generally less
inclined to engage in playful learning. It contains a means for fine-grained
personalization, as will be explained in the next paragraph, and since less social
interaction is expected from the target group, it only offers some basic options to do
so. The second shell offers a collaborative and playful learning experience and is
developed with youngsters in mind. Here, identification with the overall museum
story is an important issue to get these visitors involved. We try to accomplish that by
- among other things - letting them create their own personal avatar, which will
accompany them throughout the collaborative museum game. Section 3 will elaborate
on the structure of the shells and will explain how they are actually built upon the
same foundations and are seamlessly interchangeable.
The fine-grained personalization, which is implemented in the interface for adults,
involves rating a whole set of content in terms of topic, presentation and target
audience, followed by picking the most appropriate one from it. Since it is not
practical to have a visitor fill in a survey before starting the actual visit, our system
starts out with a specific, typifying user profile, which will be adapted lightly during
the visit. Similar to the PEACH project user preferences are extracted while the user
interacts with the system (Rocchi, Stock & Zancanaro, 2006). Our approach does not
expect the visitor to give scores for each item, but observes the actions of the user,
which can lead to minor modifications to the user profile, which in turn triggers a
recalculation of all the content, resulting in some content taking a more prominent
place on the screen of the mobile device. This is similar to what is described in Kuflik
et al. (2005), even though our system does not contain a very extensive user
modelling component.
2.2 Physical context
The physical context refers to the design and architecture of the museum
environment: orientation, construction and lay-out of the exhibit, display of the
objects,... We take the physical context into account in two different ways. First, we
use indoor localization to detect which objects are in the vicinity of the visitor.
When the visitor approaches an object or area of interest a notification will be send
through the mobile device, and the appropriate presentation will be loaded. Another
application of indoor localization is tracking the trail followed by the visitor, which
can be used to learn about the user preferences or in what areas of the museum the
visitors wander around for a long time.
Second, instead of displacing the surrounding objects – as noted above a common
problem with the first PDA-applications – we take into account the various possible
interactions between visitors, PDA and museum. This serves as a basis for the design
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of the presentations on the mobile device. E.g. the information presented by the
mobile device is dependent on the location of the visitors and what can be perceived
in the physical world, but also on the location of fellow visitors. This stimulates
interaction between companions. If visitors are at different locations in the museum,
the PDA will act as a communication channel between them (see section 3).
2.3 Socio-cultural context
The socio-cultural context accounts for the socio-cultural mediation and facilitation of
learning in museums. The ARCHIE project devotes itself to encourage and stimulate
interaction between visitors by use of the PDA. As mentioned above, user studies of
the first handheld guides in museums stress on the fact that the PDA generates a quite
individual, isolated experience (Vom Lehn & Heath, 2005; Vom Lehn, Heath &
Hindmarsh, 2005; Angliss, 2006a, 2006b). Concerning the predecessor of the PDA,
the audio-tour, Angliss (2006a) suggests that “audio can also put individual visitors in
a bubble, making it difficult for them to keep track of companions or family
members, let alone chat about what they have seen” (p.47). This remark also applies
to PDA-based museum visits and indicates an important obstacle in the use of these
new technologies in museums. After all, most people do bring along companions to a
museum and try to synchronize their visit with each other. Museum-going is a social
event: a daytrip for the whole family or for a group of friends. Companions want to
share their experiences with each other and talk over their impressions. Furthermore,
as we stated before, these conversations between visitors are not only inevitable, they
also contribute greatly to their learning experience.
Morrissey (2002) even argues that social interaction does not only promote, but is a
prerequisite for intellectual, social, personal and cultural development. Recent studies
with children and object-centred learning also recognize the importance of social
interaction: “the potential of the learning environment and its objects largely depends
on the social atmosphere generated and the support young children receive through
positive, reciprocal interactions. […] The successful learning setting functions as a
community of learners, where all individuals are respected, their learning is
supported, and opportunities for collaboration are provided” (Piscitelli & Weier,
2002, p. 126). An extensive investigation among visitors and potential visitors of the
Gallo-Roman Museum confirms these findings (Provincial Gallo-Roman Museum,
2005).
3 System overview
In line with the Falk & Dierking model, the ARCHIE Mobile Guide System consists
of a set of three core services (personalization, localization and communication) on
top of which an arbitrary interface shell can be deployed (see figure 2). The interface
shell can be developed quite independently; it only has to handle events sent by the
services it has signed up for. This approach results in a flexible mobile guide system
rather than one particular mobile guide. When deployed on multiple devices, the
interface shells can be linked together by using the communication service, which
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handles the interaction between devices, making it possible to create networked
applications such as collaborative games.

Figure 2: Framework overview
Figure 2 shows two interface shells, which are currently being implemented as part of
the ARCHIE project: the game-shell, designed for youngsters, which includes a
collaborative trading game, and the informative shell where adults can browse the
virtual museum space by manipulating the time-line on their screen. These shells may
look like two completely different mobile guides, but they are both built on the
ARCHIE core services.
Since one of the main interests of the ARCHIE project is interaction between visitors
and the museum, we will have a deeper look at the communication service. A server
application keeps track of the different groups of visitors. During the visit, the system
allows visitors to communicate with other visitors in the same group in two different
ways:
- a direct communication style that is voice-based and uses Voice-over-IP (VOIP).
This allows the visitor to address the other members of the same group directly.
- an indirect communication style that allows visitors to exchange other types of data
related to the interface shell. Through collaborative games experiences and opinions
can be shared. The synchronization between different clients involved in a
collaborative game depends on the game and should be taken care of by the developer
of the shell.
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Both types of communication make use of the wireless network that is deployed
inside the museum and covers the complete museum surface that can be visited.
We strived for a low-cost solution and used standard networking components that can
be bought at reasonable prices. Wireless access points are used to create the
networking infrastructure. Each access point is connected to the central server using a
wired LAN connection. Although the system makes extensive use of the wireless
network, it does not require a high performance network infrastructure.
We will elaborate further on the core services in the case study below, covering the
collaborative trading game we developed.
4 Case study: a collaborative trading game
To describe our efforts to stimulate learning trough interaction, we will discuss a
prototype application we designed to create a collaborative learning activity for
school groups (aged 10-14 years). In 2006 a collaborative trading game for teams of 4
persons was developed. In collaboration with the educational staff of the museum, we
decided to work on a specific chapter of the future museum narrative concerning the
introduction of social differentiation in society (round 825 BC). Main message is the
introduction of iron and salt in daily life, which results in new exchange networks and
the emergence of a new elite class as key figures in these contacts.
Every player has an explicit role in the game: there are three farmers and one leader.
Each one has his own properties and specific goals that need to be achieved. The
game sets off when the three farmers try to solve a set of questions about the exhibits.
With every right answer, the farmer gains exchangeable goods (local products as for
example cattle, sheep, …).
The leader has an overall view on the earned exchangeable goods, and can make a
trade proposal to a farmer. Figure 3 shows a screenshot from one of the farmers,
getting such a trade proposal from the leader. The upper left of the screen shows the
goal of this farmer in quantity of iron and salt. The upper right shows the
exchangeable goods the farmer has gained. In the middle the leader offers a trade
proposal to the farmer (2 salt versus 6 cows), which the farmer can either accept or
refuse. Only the leader has exclusive contacts in the exchange networks, he can travel
to the south three times to exchange the local products for iron and salt. While every
farmer has a specific amount of iron and salt as a goal, the leader’s objective is to
keep every farmer satisfied (this means, make sure that every farmer obtains his
goals) and to get hold of a bronze sword. The leader profile in figure 4 gives an
overview of the accomplishment of his goals (“doel 1” and “doel 2”). The farmer of
the sea-region (“zee”) has received half of his iron and salt and smiles. The other two
farmers still look rather glum (no iron and salt yet: their tube is empty!). The leader
has obtained two out of three parts of his bronze sword.
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Figure 3: Trade proposal from leader

Figure 4: Leader profile

We designed the game in this way that every player is dependent on the concrete
actions of other players; only through social interaction and cooperation they can
come to a good end. Main message is to learn in an unconscious way about unequal
stratifications in society, how they came to existence, how they functioned and more
precisely how it must have felt to be in an unequal position. It is exactly this feeling
the visitors experience when playing the game because of the inequal amount of
influence each player has when participating in the game.
The game is actually an interface shell that is developed on top of the ARCHIE
framework and makes use of its several core services. The localization service is used
for determining when the game has to be started, namely when all team members are
nearby the physical presentation of the concerned museum narrative. This is realized
by catching and interpreting the events from the localization service. Personalization
is realized by assigning each team member a specific role – farmer or leader – and by
providing each person of his own adapted character or avatar. The communication
service makes it possible for team mates to communicate directly to each other
through a chatbox. They can use this Voice-over-IP-based communication channel to
negotiate or comment on the trade proposals and/or to help each other solving the
questions. Indirect communication is carried out by the trade actions, which are
necessary to accomplish the game. By sending a trade proposal to a farmer, the leader
initiates indirect communication. The farmer replies by accepting or refusing this
trade proposal. The data that is exchanged between the players is obviously game
related.
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In November 2006 the prototype of the trading game was ready for testing and
evaluation. We visited three secondary schools in Hasselt and Genk: two general
schools and one technical. In all, approximately 70 students, aged 12 to 15, tested the
prototype in a class room, decorated with posters of museum objects and information
to simulate a museum gallery. During the test, the students were observed and
afterwards they were asked to fill in a questionnaire concerning personal background,
usability and playability of the trading game. As expected, most of the youngsters
were familiar with ICT. On a daily base, 78% uses a computer, 76% the internet and
63% a mobile phone. As a result, these students were not put off by trying out a new
ICT application. Although 80% of the students declared never to use a PDA, 82%
said it is very easy to use.
In general, the students enjoyed playing the game. A remark often heard was that the
game should last a bit longer. Moreover, the questionnaire showed that it was not
‘just’ a fun game: 75% answered the questions about content correctly. Furthermore,
our evaluations showed the participants understood the unequal stratification in
society by playing the game although it was never mentioned explicitly.
In this paragraph, we will focus on aspects of the evaluation of the prototype
concerning social interaction and collaboration between the students and interaction
with the surroundings. First of all, the chatbox service was positively evaluated: 88%
would certainly use it during a museum visit. Observations showed that the chatbox
was used by all participants during the game. In the first place the students used it for
experimenting with this new technology and in the second place to pass on game
related information. The farmers commented on the proposals from the leader and
spurred him/her on to trade with them The test setting in a rather small room in
comparison to a museum floor did not allow us to test the use of this application in
the way we intended: to support and stimulate communication between visitors that
are not at the same location. We will reserve the use of the chatbox in the following
prototypes in particular to games where the players have to swarm about a huge
museum floor and cooperate to achieve their goal. Using the chatbox in this context
can clearly contribute not only to the enhancement of social interaction during a
museum visit, but also to the learning activity.
Concerning the interactions between the players and the museum exhibits – the
information posters on the walls – we can state that there was generally a good
balance between looking on screen and looking around. Exceptionally a team did not
look around automatically to examine the museum, even though the PDA explicitly
asked them to. Probably the provisional test setting did not invite these students to
explore their surroundings because of the limited space that was available. We expect
that this problem will not occur when the game is played in the actual museum
environment that is more suited for exploration.
The observations confirmed certainly that the game provoked collaboration and social
interaction among its players. A great deal of these interactions related to the leaderrole in the game. Although there was an introduction movie explaining the goals and
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the operating procedure, the leader needed further explanation. The questionnaire
confirmed these observations: 9 out of 17 leaders asked for clarification, while only 1
out of 50 farmers states he did not understand the introduction movie. The timing also
shows a gap between farmers and leader. The average farmer needed about 9 minutes
to answer his questions, whereas it also took about 9 minutes to receive his first
trading proposal from the leader. The farmers then tried to summon their leader to
trade with them. The students clearly did not experience this as a big problem, but we
still have to take this into account in future designs. We noticed youngsters do not
read on screen, neither listen to long audio captions, which affirms our idea that it is
important to work more visually and appealing to avoid long introduction
instructions. We should also guard closely the difficulty of the tasks we offer:
challenging enough, intuitively designed, and the different roles should be in
harmony with one another.
5 Game-shell: playful and collaborative learning
After developing and testing this first prototype, we started working on the entire
interface shell intended for children and youngsters aged 10 to 14. To get better
acquainted with their needs and expectations, we conducted a brainstorm session with
four boys and three girls (12 to 16 years) and invited them to think aloud about
gaming in a museum. What are their main expectations towards a museum game?
-

it has to be lots of fun, with enough challenges and plenty of variety
promote unconscious learning (young people do not want to get the
impression that they are learning)
integrate objects of the museum (exhibits) within the game
provide a personal and adaptable character/avatar
integrate a help menu within the game
…

We took these remarks, plus the evaluation of the collaborative trading game into
account when designing a game-shell concept, intended to support a one and a half
hour long museum visit by the target group. The game-shell consists of various
independent collaborative games, which focus each on a specific and key chapter of
the future museum narrative. These games are tied together by the overall museum
story, but each focus on important aspects of a certain timespan, covering – in a
nutshell – local history from Neanderthaler-times until the end of the Roman Empire.
The games are meant to be played in teams of 3 to 4 youngsters. Throughout the
entire game-shell a uniform graphic design is maintained. Even this graphic design
contributes to the learning experience, as the design is closely matched to the content
of the game and of the museum narrative. Every game is located in a suitable
landscape, given the relevant historical place and time. The features of the landscape
and the objects in that landscape evoke the historical circumstances (figure 5).
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Figure 5: Landscape with personalised avatar and Roman army
The brainstorm confirmed our expectation that youngsters are not opposed to learning
new things about history in general. However, when visiting a museum they do not
always want to be aware of the fact that they are learning. They still associate a
museum visit with a passive activity (“observing”) rather than with an interactive
activity. We tried to meet this concern by carefully and gradually designing the gameshell in various ways as an (inter)active and playful learning experience. First of all,
to enhance the commitment of the players to the game and to create a personal touch
each player gets to adapt his/her own avatar which accompanies him/her throughout
the entire PDA-tour (figure 6 & 7).
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Figure 6: Adapting personal avatar

Figure 7: Avatar team

In every game of the game-shell, the avatars of a team find themselves in a different
historical period, facing a for that period specific challenge. Via these personalised
avatars, the players can imagine themselves in the historical circumstances we evoke
and contribute to a solution. Furthermore, to create a sense of competition between
the teams, we developed an overall scoring system in which players can gain points in
the different categories ‘smart’ and ‘strong’ and can obtain a special
‘teamwork’-bonus. In this way we induce competition, without focusing on one
specific point and one specific skill and thus offering the chance to various players to
excel. Finally, we keep guard over the game-shell being a playful learning experience
and not a history lesson disguised as a game by avoiding long dry informative parts
and by integrating the covered museum content fully with the PDA-games. We strive
after a subtle match between the key messages in the museum narrative and the
messages of the games without explicitly lecturing any content.
Thus, learning occurs throughout the game-shell gradually, without the students being
too conscious of their learning, not only of the messages of the museum narrative but
also of some skills the students develop during their PDA-based museum visit.
Throughout the game-shell the youngsters are challenged to refine skills such as
closely observing museum exhibits, cooperating, autonomously exploring the
museum, processing information,... Each successive game takes the students up to the
next level. The players even acquire the skill to use the PDA technology and all its
functions gradually, simply by using their interface shell on the PDA. Step by step
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more complex functions, such as scrolling through a landscape and using the chatbox,
are introduced.
At this moment we are developing a second prototype application: a collaborative
farming game. This game covers the first farming settlement in our regions from 5300
BC and onwards. Main message is the transition, made by these farmers, from a
nomadic lifestyle to a sedentary one. For the first time in local history, people begin
to master their surroundings (grub up trees for example) to create villages and fields.
The players take on the role of early farmers, in search for the ideal starting
conditions and the ideal circumstances to ensure a good yield of their fields. To
strengthen the impact of this transition from being completely dependent on nature to
being able to control and organise their surroundings, the students are now given the
opportunity to scroll through the landscape horizontally, whereas in the previous
games – situated in nomadic times – the landscape automatically shifted vertically.
This is a clear example of how unconscious learning can be stimulated by means of
the PDA and the visualisations.
With the difficulties of the trading game in mind, we choose to strive for a less
complex and more intensive collaborative activity that also involves a face to face
communication. The students have to exchange the personal information they
acquired – via a museum exhibit or via PDA – on the spot to create the best possible
location for their farms and fields. Each farmer has his specific task to fulfil, but to
obtain a good result, the 3 farmers have to cooperate to arrange their shared farming
landscape. Farmer 1 for instance has to grub up trees to make room for the fields (to
be positioned by farmer 2) and the farm (to be positioned by farmer 3) (see figure 8).
In order to choose the right trees to be cut – so the fertile soil is emptied - farmer 1
needs the information farmer 2 and 3 obtained. Farmer 2 needs the information of
farmer 1 en 3 to know where to situate the fields so they can yield as much as
possible (see figure 9). The players thus have to rely on the information of their team
members to make the most profitable decisions.
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Figure 8: Task of farmer 1

Figure 9: Task of farmer 2

6 Conclusion
In this article we presented the research project ARCHIE and its objectives. We
developed a framework that provides us with the basic services to create a contextaware interactive mobile museum guide that stimulates interaction between visitors
and their companions and between visitors and the museum. The basic services
included by the framework are: location detection, communication between mobile
devices and personalization. This framework is used to develop different types of
interface shells which are interactive graphical presentations tailored towards a
specific target group.
We have developed several interface shells, such as the game-shell for youngsters and
the informative shell for adults. The trading game was tested thoroughly and the
results of these tests are used to steer the ongoing developments, as shown by the
farming game that is currently being created. Our approach tries to involve the
different target groups as much as possible by means of brainstorm sessions and
regular end-user tests. Especially in the game-shell, this results in a museum handheld
guide that goes beyond merely information provisioning to a playful learning
experience, based on social activities.
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